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SECTION I

SCOPE AND PURPOSE
1. Maps which will be issued for initial operations in
many th.eaters will have been prepared by the United States
or allied base plants by copying maps originally prepared
by some foreign ·n ation. This circular is designed for instruction in the use of such maps. Intelligent use of maps
requires not only the ability to interpret conventional
signs and to perform the mechanical operations involved in
the determination of scale, distance, direction, and elevation, but also, the ability to evaluate map information in
terms of the accuracy with which it represents the terrain
as it now appears.
2. It must1 be impressed upon all ranks that maps may be
considered fully reliable only as of the date the information
was obtained by actual examination of the terrain; and that
their use of maps must be tempered by an estimate of probable
changes in terrain features since the date of the original
survey.

3. The application of all for9es, and in particular,
photographic and topographic troops, for the acquisition of
terrain intelligence in a theater is a responsibility of
command. The flow of information of the terrain, as well
as infonnation of hostile dispositions, is from front to
rear. All ranks must be impressed with the importance of
reporting map errors and omissions, in order that new editions, published in support of operations, may incorporate
those corrections. Commanders an:l their staffs will analyze and evaluate the quality of terrain information and
apply effective measures toward its improvement.
4. The basic principles of map reading as set forth in
Field Manuals 21-25 and 21-26 apply to all maps, foreign
and domestic. If the soldier is capable of applying those
principles intelligently to maps of American design he ·will
require no special or intensive instruction to enable him
to read maps from other sources. Section II of this circular contains typical examples of the basic principles of
map reading as applied to maps of foreign origin.

5. The remai. n:ler of the circular is devoted to an explanation of the source material which forms the basis of

British and American m&p~ of foreign areas, which have not
been physically mapped by our own forces. No attempt is made
to include all map series which are now used, nor to cover
new mapping which may have been accomplished in the field
incident to a particular operation. The purpose of this
portion of the circular is to provide sufficient background
for the map user to make his own appraisal of map value.
SECTION II

MAP READING

6. Before using British maps, or American reproductions
of British and other foreign maps, examine the marginal information carefully. Note the graphic scale, whether it
appears in the metric or .English system, or both; the grid
diagram; the contour interval; the declination diagram; the
index of sheet arrangement; and finally the source of publica tion data from which the map was prepared.. The source
will be indicated by some such expression as: "Published
by ~he.Ordnance Survey Office, ~outhampton, 1926, with
periodically corrected reprints." "Compiled from a French
map dated 1932. 11 "Compiled and drawn by o. s. 1937, revised
1942." "Compiled from a Dutch map dated 1929. Photolithographed at O. s. (Ordnance Survey) 1942." Note whether the
map is marked "first edition", or some subsequent edition.
If it is a first edition and the legend does not indicate
any revisions, it will be assumed that the map represents
the terrain as it was at the time the original map was
prepared. In other words, the first British {or American)
edit~on of a French map.dated 1932 may be accepted as representing the terrain as it was in 1932, regardless of the
fact that the publication is dated 1942.

7. Conventional signs. As a rule the margin of maps
copied from foreign sources will contain a description of
special symbols which differ from those with which the map
reader is familiar. In some cases the legend has been
copied directly, with or without translation from the legend
appearini on the original map; in other cases, it has been
necessart for the map maker to compile the legend and insert
it in the margin.

8. In making maps from original surveys or by compilation
tr:e maker is free to choose his own system of conventional '
signs and styles of lettering. No single map making agency ·

has ever been consistent in these matters. Chan~es in personnel and policies, improvement of methods, introduction of
new type faces, map construction for special purposes, and
like causes introduce wide variation in expression. ·within
a single country there may be a large number of map manufacturers, each follo-iling his own type of expression. Add to
these the variations introduced by map makers of foreign
nations, and the possibilities of confusion and misinterpretation become enormous. Some map makers vary the type of
expression from sheet to sheet within the same series, particularly when the period of construction has extended over
a number of years. Others deliberately introduce changes in
conventional signs to meet the peculiar characteristics of
the terrain and the extent of cultural development from place
to place.

9.

The experienced map reader will have little difficulty

in interpretation providing that special or unusual symbols

are explained in the legend. The most serious cause of misinterpretation is the absence of universal systems for road
classification and road symbols. In the adoption of conventional signs, map makers hold reasonably closely to symbols
which at least remotely resemble the original article. Bridges,
school houses, churches, cemeteries, orchards, light houses,
settlements, docks, dams, dwellings; and other important landmarks are seldom misinterpreted if common sense and logic are
applied. On medium and large scale maps, railroads, if not
named or identified by the usual cross-tie sign, can be distinguished from roads by reason of their long tangents and
easy curves. Little difficulty is experienced in determining
from comparative road symbols, the relativ.e importance of the
communications shown, but in the absence of road information
from other sources or exact details appearing in the legend,
the interpreter can gain little information as to passability,
lanes of traffic, load capacity, or seasonal use. The motor
minded . Ameri~an, through long use of special road maps, has
come to look upon a heavy red or blue road symbol as a guarantee of capacity for high speed and heavy, uninterrupted
traffic. Maps of many foreign areas employ similar symbols
for roads of very low order, meaning only that the road so
marked is better than its neighboring traffic lanes. Likewise,
maps prepared for a single purpose rather than for general use
frequently over emphasize road information, giving the impression of excellent communications, when in fact they do not
exist. This practice is noticeable in the manufacture of
aeronautical charts, on which roads may be made to stand out

boldly as aids to the pilot or navigator regardless of their
actual capacity for ground traffic.
10. The map maker, with adequate information, will correct
and standardize symbols if he has time and means to redraft
the map and translate its meaning into a language to which
his using public is accustomed. If he must resort to straight
copying of existing manuscript, the best he can do is to explain
unusual features by a clear and complete legend.
11. Measurement of distance. (Review Sec. III, FM 21-25).
The scales, 1/20,000, 1/62,.500 and 1/12.5,000, conunonly found
in the United States, will seldom be found among foreign maps.
The usual corresponding scales are 1/25,000, 1/50,000 .and
1/100,000. Bear in mind that the representative fraction is
the direct ratio between map distance and ground distance.
Measurement of distance will proceed in exactly the same manner
regardless of scale, namely:
a. By appliance of the graphic scale which appears in the
legend of the map. Mark off the distance to be measured along
the edge of a stri. p of paper, and apply the measured distance
to the graphic scale. With very few exceptions, foreign maps
reproduced by the British or by our own forces, will include
graphic scales of miles and yards. If this information does
not appear, and it is desired to reduce the distance to the
usual English units, proceed as follows:
(1) Multipl.r the distance in kilometers by 5/8 to reduce
to miles for a rough approximation, or, for a more exact
measurement, multiply the distance in kilometers by 0.62.
Example l. · (Map No. 1, scale 1/250,000). Assume that
the scale of miles is not shown, and it is desired to determine
the distance in miles from Beaumont (U9277) to Montauban (Q2192).
Mark off the distance on the map on a scale or on a paper strip,
and apply it to the kilometer scale in the lower margin. The
measurement is 35.0 kilometers. 35.o x .5/8 equals 21.3 miles
(rough approximation), or, more exactly 35.0 x o.62 equals 21.8
miles.
(2) Multiply the distance in meters by 1.1 for a rough
approximation of yards, or by 1.094 for a more exact determination.
Example 2. (Map No. 3 scale 1/50,000). Detennine the
distance in yards from kilometer post 208 (vEl.07408) to bench
~k 220 (vt.XJ99385). Application of the kilometer scale shows
this distance to be 2,250 meters. Reducing to yards 2420 x 1.1
equals 2,66o yards, or more exact]Jr 2420 x 1.094 equals 2,650
yards (to the nearest ten yards in each case).

12. Location by coordinates. The British Grid System.
a. Description. The British Grid system has a basic property which requires that it be broken cbwn into comparatively
small areas. This property is the adaptability for accurat~
surveying without making various grid corrections which are
cormnon for large grid areas such as those used in the United
States Military, grid system. In addition to the areas being
rather small they must also be relatively long and slender,
with the long axis of the area being either in the direction
of a meridian or a parallel. The general shape of a country,
continent or other large area to be gridded usually lends
itself to a subdivision in one direction or the other. For
example, Netherlands East Indies is easily divided into long
slender areas running east and west, while Ea.st China is more
readily divided into areas running north and south.
Each area is named as a zone or belt, e.g., Netherlands
East Indies Zone of Australia Belt #5. All British Grids are
printed in a fixed color throughout any certain zone, the
colors for a series of zones being selected so that no two
adjacent zones will be in the same color.
A grid zone is ordinarily divided into squares of .500,000
meters on a side. This basic square is assigned a letter,
the letters being alphabetical and reading from left to right
and down within a zone. Each 500,000 meter square is further
divided into 100,000 meter squares each of which is also designated by a letter. Thus a 100,000 meter square of a zone
may be identified by two letters. However, some zones are
so long that there will be more than one .500,000 meter square
assigned the same letter, while ~n a few zones · no letters are
used.
On maps of scales of 1/250,000 to l/5qc>,OOO the letter
identifying the .500,000 meter square and the ·1 00,000 meter
square letter are both shown on the face of the map. Ordinarily on maps of scales of 250,000 and larger only the
100,000 meter square letters are shown~ although the letter
identifying tjle ·500,000 meter square may be indicated by a
grid index diagram in the margin.
The frequency of the grid lines is controlled by the scale
of the map in question. On maps of scales .from 1/20,000 to
1/100,000 the grids are 1,000 meters apart and on smaller
scales they are fixed on a 10,000 meter spacing. However,
grids on the 1/100,000 scale maps are sometimes on a 10,000
meter spacing.

. b~ Use. Point identi ficati on by grid refere nce indica tes,
1n order, first; the 500,00 0 meter square , the 100,00 0 meter
s~uare, the abbrev iated east-w est coord inate,
and the abbreviated north- south coord inate. The proced ure is as follow s·
(1) Indica te the letter identi fying the 500 000 meter sq~e
as shown direct ly on the face of the map or as 1 indica ted by the'
grid index diagra m.
(2) Indica te the 100,00 0 meter square as shown on the face
of the map, norma lly by a large open block letter printe d in
the same color as the grid lines.
(3) Write the ~ast-west coordi nate in the same manner as is
done in the use of the United States Milita ry grid omitti ng
the small figure or figure s which preced e the act~l grid
number. The grid value will be carrie d out by estima tion or
measurement to the minimum value desire d. The hyphen or dash
betwee n x and Y coord inates , always used in the ·United States
Mili( tary)
, Grid refere nces, is omitte d in Britis h erid refere
nces.
4 .Vrite the north- south value in the same manner. The
small numbers which preced e the large figure at the end of the
grid lines repres ent the total distan ce from the false origin
of the grid coord inates , and are always omitte d in point designation .
Britis h maps and American reprod uction s of Britis h maps
employing the Britis h grid system s, invari ably contai n at some
place in the margin , full instru ctions for the expres sion of
grid refere nces. In a few Britis h grid zones the yard is
used as a unit instea d of the meter. The entfre proced ure in
grid refere nce, however, is identi cal in either case.
~The attach ed maps, sample s #l,2,4 and 5, contai n in
the
maroin s full instru ctions for indica ting grid coord inates
Note in partic ular that map #1 includ es portio ns of grid ;quare s
P, L, U, and Q. Obvio usly in making grid refere nces on the map
it is ab~olutely necess ary to indica te the grid square since
the margin al figure s are repeat ed. For ex.ample refer~nce is
made to grid coordi nate (726J) . It is not clea:. whethe r this
point is the town Graulh et, or the town, Marav at. If the
letter Q preced es the coord inate, it is clear that refere nce is
made to Graul het. If the letter U preced es the coordi nate
Marav at is defin itely design ated.
,
Map number 3 does not contai n instru ctions for making grid
refere nces, nor do maps 2 and 4 show within the neat lines of
the map tbe grid .lette rs to be applie d. This inform ation is
shown in the diegra m in the lower. left margin . Note that all
of map sheet no. 42/XLI-D lies in grid square E, a part of the larger

square (v). For refere nces confin ed strict ly to the sheet in
questi on, the grid letter s (v) E might be omitte d. To avoid
any possi bility of confus ion with refere nces on the adjace nt
sheet, No. 42/XLI-C, the grid letter shoul.d always be indicated.
Example 3. Coord inates of Karang djaha. From the diagra m,
note the grid letter s (v) and E design ating the 500,00 0 and
100,00 0 meter square s, respec tively . Read the numer ical grid
values from the lower left corner of the sheet. The first
north- south grid line to the left of the Karang djaha is 07,
and the town lies approx imatel y 6/10 of the distan ce betwee
n
lines 07 and 08. Theref ore the f'ull x-read ing is 076. Likewise the full y-read ing is 396. The compl ete grid refere nce
is (v)E07 6J96.
13. Direc tion and Azimuth. (Review Sectio n IV, FM 21~25)
care must be exerci sed to avoid confus ing true, grid and
magne tic north, which , on maps copied from some source s, are
not indica ted by the symbols used on American maps. The
direct ion of grid north is always appare nt on a gridde d map.
The angle betwee n grid north and true north, if not shown by
a diagra m or explai ned in the legend , can be determ ined by
comparing the direct ion of north and south grid lines with
the meridi an lines. If the meridi ans are not shown in full
lines, they may be drawn on the face of a map by conne cting
north and south margin al ticks.
The relati on betwee n magne tic north and true north, or
betwee n magne tic north and grid north, is usuall y sho'Wll by
a declin ation diagra m or stated in the margin . If not, it
may be determ ined only by an actua l field check.
Example No. 4. (Map No. 5, scale 1/50,0 00). Find the
true, magne tic and grid azimu ths of the line joinin g the
house at (604204) and the house at (62521 6).
Draw a line betwee n the two houses and with a protra ctor
measure the angle clockw ise betwee n ,g rid north and the line.
It is 77°451 , hence the grid azimut h is 77045 1• Note from
the box in the margin that grid north is 1055 1 west of true
north. Since azimu ths are always measured in a clockw ise
direct ion, and the true north line points 1°55 1 east of the
grid north line, the true azimu th will be 77°45' minus 1°55',
or 75°501 .
Accord ing to the legend , in 1941 the magne_tic north was
2504s1 west of grid north, and changed to the· east at the
rate of lJI per year. Hence, in 1942 the angle is 25°58•
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14~ ~evation and Relief . (Review Sectio n VI, FM 21-25) .
Britis h maps of the Britis h I 1
posses sions employed Englis h uni~ e; and of mo~t of the Britis h
ions.
On Britis h and .American copies ofs 0 t~r expre~sing elevat
er foreig n maps elevad
tions are norma lly e
of elevat ion dif.fere:~=s~~ t~ me~rst Fo: a hasty estima te
un s o which we are accustamed, it will slif.fic e t
by three. The actual el~v~~~:~r~fmeter~ to feet by multip lying
datum plane (usual ly sea level) ·1~ ~oint abo~e the elevat ion
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follow s:
Example No. 5. (Map No. 5 scale 1/50 ,000 ) • Determ ine the
approx imate elevat ion on th '
The neare st spot heigh t is S5ground at stre~ juncti on (566244).
upstrea ru at (55724 6). Since co:~~ers, a point about 900 meters
e spaced at 20 meters
(see legend note) the contou r imm :starl
e a e y below the 550 meter

point is S4o,_ the next 520, and the next ~00. The stream ·
juncti on lies approx imatel y 1/3 of the distan ce betwee n the
500 and 520 meter contou rs (follow ing the stream ). Hence
its elevat ion, by interp olatio n, is about 507 meter s.
15. Slopes , profil es, and visib ility. (Review Sectio n
of
VI, FM 21-25- and Sectio n VI, FM 21-26) . Once the system
in
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of the methods descri bed in detail in Sectio n VI, FM 21-25.
When elevat ions and distan ces are expres sed in the metric
system ; there is no need for transl ating to the usual American
units for prepar ing profil es or visib ility di~grams.
16. Map Sampl es. The follow ing sample s illust rate maps
prepar ed by each of the three methods descri bed in Sectio n III
of this circul ar. Illust ration 1 is a portio n of an Ordnance
Survey Map prepar ed for origin al survey s under the Britis h .
Geogr aphica l Sectio n, Gener al Staff No. 2738, and reprin ted
by the Army M~p Servic e from color separa tion pulls furnis hed
by the Britis h. Illust ration 2 is a portio n of a map of the
Java and Madura 1:50,0 00 series publis hed by the Army Map
within
Servic e as an extens ion of GSGS No. 4202. All info~ation
t
reprin
direct
the neat line (excep ting the Britis h Grid) is a
tion,
of a Dutch Map reprod uced by contin uous tone color separa
while the entire border has been redesi gned by the Army Map
· servic e and superi mpose d in place of the origin al borde r. The
Britis h grid has been added accord ing to Britis h standa rds
as practi sed by the Army Map Servic e. Illust ration J is a
as a base in
facsi~ile reprod uction of the Dutch map used
illust ration s 2 and 4 showine the border as prepar ed on the
origin al map and withou t the additi on of the Britis h grid.
Illust ration 4 is a portio n the same map shown in illust ration
3 with the border revise d and the Britis h grid added by the
Britis h and publis hed under GSGS No. 4202. Illust ration 5
is a portio n of a Danish map of Icelan d with the border revise d
and the Britis h grid added by the Britis h. This map was publis hed
under the GSGS No. 41)8.
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SECTION III
Jill' MANUFACTURE

17. Three general systems of map making are employed
universally.
Original surveys. Map construction from original
a.
surveys involves all of t he elements of establishing horisontal and vertical ground contra~, aerial photography,
interpretation and identification of features, assembly of
data in conventional form, field and office edit of the
assembled map, drafting of the several colors on separate
boards, and publication in quantity by one of the graphic
arts processes. In the interest of econonzy- of time and
effort, one or more of these elements of original map construction may· be subordinated or omitted, with a corresponding loss of map veracity. The resulting deficiency mq be
loss of accuracy as to position, or of clarity or representation. A weak ground control frame work will result invariably in inaccuracy of position and approximations of
scale. Omission of field edit will be reflected by misinterpretation of information. Reproduction in single color
will render the map difficult to interpret, particularly
·
under a poor light.
Short cuts and substitutes are common, particularly when
maps are prepared in conjunction with actual operations.
Inaccessibility of the terrain to survey persormel by reason
of hostile occupation; inadequate photography; and lack of
time or competent personnel are among the many factors which
may necessitate the adoption of expediencies. As a rule,
only those maps prepared in time of peace or in the long
range planning phase of a major military operation will
contain all of the desired elements of cartographic accuracy,
expression, and clarity.
Compilation. With few exceptions, maps of scale
b.
smaller than 1/250,000 are manufactured by the assembly of
data from various sources which may or may not include
original surveys. This method of manufacture is frequently
applied to medium and large scale mapping in order to produce
from a variety of material, a map series of generally uniform
character. Frequently the selected scale for compilation will
be a compromise between that justified by the accuracy of the
material, and that desired for a special purpose. Fbr example;

a given area may be covered in part by existing maps at scale
1/25,ooo, in part at 1/40,000; and in part at 1/150,000. To
provide a uniform series, the map maker ~ prepare from this
diverse material, a series at 1/100,000 for convenience in
tactical use, recognizing that a part of the infonnation is
too meager to justify the selected scale.
The steps involved ih map compilation are selection and
appraisal of material, preparation of specifications, translation and/or transliteration, plotting of ground control,
assembly of data, drafting of individual colors, editing
.
'
proving,
an d reproduction in quantity. As in mapping from
original surveys, some of these elements of map compilation
and reproduction may be omitted in the interest of speed.
c
Copying. A common method followed in the publication
of maps is by copying existing maps, following identical scale
and sheet lines, with or without translation or revision
The
basic data will normally be the latest available publish:d
maps, with additional information as to cultural .changes either
in the form of aerial photographs or reconnaissance repo~ts.
The problem is one of quantity production with the minimum expenditure of time and effort. That problem will be attacked
in a wide variety of ways governed by the character of the
original copy, its legibility, the language in which published•
and especially, the degree to which legibility can be compromi~
ed in the interest of time and manpower. It is common practice
to prepare and issue initial and subsequent editions with increasing improvement. First editions ~ be single color copies
with translated legends. Later editions will be published in
color and will include revisions and the addition of grids and
other features. If the original copy is a clear reproduction
of a line drawing in strong photo-sensitive colors a direct
single.c~lor :eproduction may be entirely satisfactory. When
the original lllcludes flat colors or layer tints, hachures,
closely s?aced contours, or :fl.at overprints coinciding with
colors which are photographically similar, special treatment
is required. For single color reproduction, these conditions
~ be part~ally corrected by use of half-tonescreens and
fi~ters.
Time and facilities permitting, however, maps of
~his character will be reproduced in color by partial redrafting or by photographic color separation.
The reproduction of foreign map·s involves translations
when the originals are published in a language employing the
Roman alphabet. That translation may include only the legend
and marginal infonnation, or it may extend to the names of
geographic features. Proper names will normally remain in

ori,'.)'inal language. When the original has been published in a
lan~age employing one of the non-Roman alphabets, it is necessary to transliterate legends, marginal data, and common and
proper names appearing within the neat lines of the map. Frequently, transliteration of Japanese and Chinese characters
will be accomplished by an overprint of .Romanized equivalents
without elimination of the original characters.

18. Combinations of the general methods described above
are employed, particularly when revision data ar~ to be incorporated into new editions. Direct photographic color
separation, with limited translation, is a most expeditious
and practical method of reproducing in color from colored
originals.
SECTION IV

MAP APPRAISAL.
19. An accurate estimate of .the reliability of any map
or map series involves the analysis of many factors, some of
which can be examined only by careful and thorough research,
consequently where information is limited to that appearing
on the face of the map, the user is greatly handicapped in
his appraisal. Thorough map analysis demands a step by step
examination along the general lines indicated belowa
a.
Authority under which the map has been prepared.
F~tablished governmental agencies, which are lmown to have
been in the business of map making, may be accepted as competent and reliable. :Maps made for general use ordinarily
possess the same degree of reliability with reference to all
features shown. On the other hand, maps prepared for a special
purpose may be quite unreliable except for the infonuation :elating to that particular purpose. For ex~ple, ~ map pu~lished
by a railway company may be reliable for railway information,
but not for road information.
b.
The date of original surveys. This date, which ordinarily appears in some part of the map legend, is one of the most
important indices to its accuracy. Land forms change very
little within those time periods with which we deal in considering maps for military use, except along shore lines and
meandering rivers. As a rule, therefore, general land forms
as depicted by contours, hachures, form lines, or layer tints

1

be accepted as being reasonably accurate regardless of the
date of survey. It may be assumed, however, that prior to ~e
extensive application of aerial photography to mapping, 'serious
displacements of horizontal and vertical position may be encountered in extremely rugged or heavily wooded country, since
in the normal course of growid survey methods such areas are
extremely difficult to delineate accurately. Changes in cultural
features over a period of years may be very minor or very extensive, depending upon the rapidity of development of the region.
In hi_g hly industrialized areas, extensive changes may render
maps obsolete within a very short period after publication,
whereas in sparsely settled regions, maps from thirty to forty
years old may represent the cultural features accurately. The
date of survey, therefore, is not necessarily an exact guide
to accuracy, but must be considered in the light of normal
expectancy as to cultural change.
c.
The edition number and date. Subsequent to the date
of the original survey, the map may have gone through one or
~o·re revisions.
The knowledge of later revisions is of great
importance, especially as to details such as roads, for which
t he most recent infonnation is essential. If the date of the
edition is not given it may be approximated· by comparing with
another map of known date to determine, for example, if a
railway or road wider construction has been completed. The
style of the map may give a general indication as to its date;
also the magnetic declination, which undergoes a regular change
of known magnitude, may help define the date. It should be
noted that a map dated 1942 may have been based on one prepared
from another dated 1900. As stated above, if the original basis
was sound, the physical detail will not have changed greatly,
and while the populations of cities may have altered vastly,
their general positions and shapes will remain unchanged. The
communications will be the chief features that have altered,
hence a note to the effect that communications have been revised to 1940 greatly increases the reliability of the map.
, d.
Scale. The scale at which a map has been published
is generally, though not invariably , an indication of the
accuracy of the original survey or compilation. It is customary in mapping practice to prepare original surveys or
compilations at a scale somewhat larger than the final scale
of reproduction. When reproduction is by photo-li-t hography
or photo-engraving, the color separation drawings may be at
some scale intermediate between the survey scale and the scale
or reproduction. In any case, however, the published scale
may

reflects the accuracy of po si tion obtained in the original
surveys and is indicative of the quantity of detail included
or omitted. The expected error of point and detail plotting
from survey notes or observations is usually estimated at
about .02"• If there is added to this figure the displacement
of position introduced by exaggerated conventional signs, the
actual position error at the plotting scale ma:y be expected to
reach .04"· Consequently, if the map has been plotted at
1/12,000 (l"
l,000 feet) the probable maximum error of detail
may be expected to be about .04" x 1,000 feet, or.40 feet •.
Neglecting paper distortions, which may cause seriou~ relative
dislocations of map detail, that expected error remains constant regardless of the scale of reproduction.
b
e.
Consecutive series. Note whether the area has een
covered by several series at different scales, and note also
the order in which the maps were originally prepared. If ti;e
first series published was of large scale and t~e later series
at medium scale, it may be assumed that the medi~ scale map
was prepared from the detailed surve~s empl~yed l l l the manufacture of the first series. Accordingly, it may be expected
that the medium scale map will reflect the same general deg:ee
of accuracy in position location. Usually, however, to a~oid
undue congestion, it will have omitted many cultural details
appearing on the earlier large scale map. It will be o~served
also that earlier maps, particularly those of areas of increasing industrial importance, such as our own New England States,
are of medium or smaller scale; and that they have been subsequently replaced or augmented by larger scale maps made
necessary by the increased amount of cultural data and the
growin~
importance of more exact relief expression.
6
f.
Enlargements. One notable exception to the scale/
accuracy rule appears in the case of "Blow-ups" or enlargements which are made occasionally for the improvement of the
legibility of badly crowded maps. On some occasions this
practice is · followed in the mistaken belief that it.improves
accuracy. Maps prepared by enlargement IIlB3' b~ readi~y recognized by the bold character of the conventi onal signs,
thiclmess of lines and abnormal size of lettering. The map
maker, however, ma~ attempt a deliberate dece~tio~ by enlar~
ing the basic data and redrafting before pub~1cat1on~ reducing
conventional signs and lettering to normal size. This de~ep
tion may be depicted by noting that the amount of detail is
not consistent with the amount of paper on which it appears.

=

This practice is not to be conf\lsed with a current and sound
practice of preparing maps of different ~cales from the same
basic data. It is not wiusual, particularly in the use of
photogrammetrical apparatus to prepare the basic assembly at
a fairly large scale, say 1/10,000 to 1/16,000, and to publish
a large series including all of the plotted data and a second
series at smaJ.l scale with some of the detail omitted in the
color separation drafting stage.•

tone or halftone with no change from originc:-1 manuscri~t
th
than legend translation and the addition of a ~rid.
~ter ditions will include such revisions as data wi~
e~te and may include standardization of road c~assifl~~o~, and such changes as can be made in improvement of
legibility.
SECTION VI
TYPICAL BRITISH PUBLICATIONS.

SECTION V
BRITISH liAPPING POLICY
20. The most important available world map coverage outside
of the Western Hemisphere is that of the Geographical Section,
General Staff, British War Office, and the Survey Directorates
of the Commonwealth and Colonial Governments. No attempt is made
here to describe all of the map series published by the Geographical Section, General Staff. It is intended rather to indicate
the British Mapping policy with respect to the present war and
to describe certain series as illustrative of that policy.
21.

From what has been stated heretofore, it will be clear that

in the preparation of maps of foreign areas every nation is de-

pendent largely upon the work which has been performed by the
foreign nation concerned. Except in those rare cases where
nations are closely allied in the common cause, basic map data
obtained by one nation is not available to another, consequently,
materials are limited to published maps which have become public
property.
22. If no revision material is available well in advance
of the time maps must be ready for use, the publishing agency
is entirely helpless to improve the accuracy of the information
at hand. The most expeditious and practical method of using
that information is by direct copy.
23. Since 1940, the British have consistently followed
the policy of direct utilization of existing maps of foreign
areas without change of sheet lines or general characteristics.
First editions will be direct copies, frequently in continuous

24
The following list of publications by the.Geora hlcal Section, General Staff, British W~ Office,
!11~strates the British procedure in preparinilg mat.PS froo~i,r
. al b di
ion.
,~
foreign origin s Y rec t copy. and by comp a It
will be
a few of the most important series are shown.
.
b 0 me in mind that the preparation of these maps 1.~ a .
.
.
cess and that the status of each series is
~~~!~~~ ~~~ging. The published edition numb~r -S~own
in the tabulation is approximately correct at this time.
Only throuryh examination of the map will individual users
be able too ascertain whether it is a first or a subsequent
edition.

AFRICA

ORIGINAL PUBLICATION
GSGS

SCALE

NO.

AREA

AUTHORITY*

TY?E .

DATES OF
LATEST
EDITION

GSGS PUBLICATION

.

fO. OF

SHEETS COLORS DATE COLOfil

GRID

EDITION

4149

1/200,000

French Weat Africa

SGA

Contoured 1924-1939

126

4

1941

3

10,000M lst & 2nd

4173

1/200,000

Morocco

SCIM

Contoured 1918-1941

118

3

1941

3

10,000M lst & 2nd

4175

1/500,000

French North Africa

SGA

contoured 1922-1939

28

4

1941

5

10,000M 1st

4180

1/200,000

Algeria

SGA

contoured 1910-1938

89

4

1941 4 & 2 10,000M 1st

4225

1/50,000

Tunisia

SGA

contoured 1922-1938

100

5

1941

4

1,000 M 1st

4226

1/100,000

Tunisia

SGA

contoured 1921-1935

94

5

19hl

2

1,000 M 1st

4227

1/200,000

Tunisia

SGA

contoured 1927-1934

45

4

1941

2

10,000M 1st

4232

1/50,000

Algeria(Coastal Belt)

SGA

contoured 1901-1936

167

6

19)_µ.

4&2

4233

1/50,000

Morocco

SGA

contoured 1924-1936

57

5

1941

3

1,000 M 1st

4239

1/50,000

Spanish Morocco

OOG

contoured 1927-1936

82

4

1941

4

1,000 M 1st

42h3

1/500,000

Madagascar

SGMr

shaded

24

5-

1941

5

10,000M 1st, 2nd, 3rd

*

SGA
SOM
DOG
SGMr

-

1923-1936

1 1 000 M 1st & 2nd

Service Geographique de ·l'Annee (France)
Service Geographique Maroc (French Colonial)
Deposito Geographico, Gen. Staff (Spain)
Service Geographique Madagascar

NOTES
4149:

1st Edition colored and uncolored.

4173:

1st Edition colored. Some maps illegible in parts. Information fairly reliable, except road classification. Revision under way from aerial photos used on larger scale maps, and reclassification of roads
using llichelin Guide and intelligence reports. N.W. Africa and N. Sahara Grids. Overprint revisions
under way. 2nd Edition - a grid correction.

4175:

1st Edition colored. Slight revision made in communications on southern sheets in 1st Edition.
lingual notes. N. w. Africa Grid.

Ul.80:

Eight coastal sh eets in color (unrevised). Remaining sheets unrevised halftones. Work started on 2nd
Edition. Revision on some sheets from aerial photos. Edition to be colored. N. W. Africa Grid.

422.5:

Halftone 1st Edition.

N. Vl. Africa, N. Sahara and Libyan Grids.

l.i.226:

Halftone 1st Edition.

N. W. Afri.ca, N. Sahara and Libyan Grids.

4227:

Halftone reproductions. Work in progress on 2nd Edition, colored. Bilingual notes. Overprint revisions ready for 1st Edition, data from aerial photos. N. W. Africa, N. Sahara and Libyan Grids.

4232:

1st Edition in color. Revision under way · for 2nd Edition, using aerial photos and intelligence report.
Some of 1st Edition halftones. Overlay revision made on 1st Edition. N. w. Africa, N. Sahara and
Libyan Grids.

4233:

Colored 1st Edition. Heliable map. Communications not up U:> date.
tone. Revision contemplated. N. W. Africa Grid.

2nd F,d.ition (1941) colored.

Guinea, Niger and Senegal Grids.

Base of most of 1st E,dition half-

4239: · 1st Edition colored. Maps illegible in parts. Blank over Tangier International Zone.
progress. Revision from aerial photos 'and existing maps. N. W- Africa Grid.
4243:

Bi-

2nd Edition in

1 sheet in 2nd Edition, 1942. 11 sheets in 3rd Edition, 1942. 2nd Edition consisted of grid correction.
Rest of sheets in 1st Edition. 3rd Edition consists of further grid corrections. Original edition
copies from French map with road revision from 1939 map of Madagascar, 1/1,000,000. Madagascar Grid.

ASIA

ORIGINAL PUBLICATION

GSOS
NO.

SCALE

3772

DATES OF
LATEST
EDITION

A.B.EA

~UTHORITY*

1/25,000

Singapore & Johore

R.E.

contoured 1939

3919

1/253,440

Iran, Afganistan,
Iraq, & Turkey

s.r.

form lines 1916

4195

1/200,000

Palestine, TransJordan, & Syria

Fr.

contoured 1937

Federated Mal~
States and Straits
Settlements

F.M.S.

s.s.s.

Caucasia

Russia

4203

4213

1/63,360

1/210,000

TYPE

GSGS PUBLICATION

NO. OF
SHEETS COLORS
21

4222

*

1/253,440

1/500,000

JOLOBS GRID

EDITION

4

1939

L

1000 yd 2nd

2

19321942

2

10,000M lst,2nd,3rd

1941

4

10,000M 1st &
June, 194l;

&

contoured 19251940

ioo+

5

form lines

& hachures
4218

DATE

Burma, Indo-China

S.I.

China(East Central
Asia}

China

& Thailand

contoured 1942
form lines
hachures

-

2

1929

1942

5

1000 yd 1st

1942

5

10,000M 2nd & 3rd

1942

2

10,00~

1941

6

None

1st

1st

R. E. - Royal Engineers
S.I. - Survey of India
Fr. - French Map
F.M.S. & s.s.s. - Federated Malay States & Straits Settlements Survey

·.

NOTF.5
3772:

2nd Fidition based on field revision by R. E., 1937.

3919:

4 sheets 2nd Edition, 2 sheets
except 32 halftone sheets.

Good qp.ality line work.

Jr~ Edition, most 'With red overprint. Good quality line reproduction
Accuracy, especially of stream flow, not guaranteed. Only 75 sheets gridded.

4195:

15 sheets 1st Edition, 4 sheets Editi~n of June, 1941. Some sheets straight copy, some redrafted from
French 1/40,000 map and earlier surveys. Grids: Syria, Palestine, Caucasus, Iraq.

4203:

Good quality line reproduction.

4213:

3rd »iition in progress. Some sheets redrafted, so.me copies. Line work. Grids: Danube, Caspian,
Caucasus. Three she~ts not gridded. Some features (oil pipe line, etc.) only roughly indicated.

4218:

19 sheets line work, 6 sheets halftone prints Qf poor quality. Grids: Malayan N. (Cassini), Lambert
IV B; two sheets not gridded. Reliability doubtful on most sheets.

L222s

Redrafted from local map. Good line reproduction, but little detail.
Not gridded. Reliability not indicated.

Surveys up to 1933, revisions in 1938.

Gridded.

Latest revision August, 1941.

EUROPEAN
ORIGINAL PUBLICATION

.

DATES OF
LATEST
~UTHORITY*
TYPE
EDITION
GSGS
contoured 1935-38

GSGS PUBLICATION

GSGS
NO.
4040

SCALE
1/50,000

ARF..A
N.E.France & Belgium

4042

1/250,000

N.E.France & Beigium

GSGS

contoured 1937-40

11

4083

1/50,000

Nether.lands

T.D.

contoured 1911-36

4088

1/50,000

The Balkans

R.E.

4090

1/100,000

Norway

4093

1/200,000

4148

NO. OF
SHEETS
124

COLORS
4

DATE

i~~~-

4

GRID
EDITION
1,000 M 2nd & 3rd

4

l931-LO

4

10,000M 1st

-62

5

1940

4

1,000 M 3rd

contoured 1940-41

30

5

tl.940-41.

5

10,000M lst

NGS

contoured 1901-37

252

3

1941

4

1,000 M 1,2,J,& 4th

Finland

FLS

contoured 1935

30

5

tl.940-ll

2

1/250,000

Spain & Portugal

GSGS

contoured 1941

77

4

1941

4

10,000M 1st

4164

1/100,000

Italy

MGI

contoured 1927-37

293

3

1941

J

1,000 M 1st

4172

1/300,000

Poland (Central)

PGI

contoured 1928-37

40

6

1941

4

4177

1/100,000

Poland

PGI

contoured 1927-38

49

4

1941

4

1 1 000 M 1st

4228

1/25,000

Italy

IGS

contoured 1897-36

1200

1

1941

2

1,000 II 1st

4229

1/50,000

Italy

!GS

contoured 1863-25

340

1

1941

2

1,000 M 1st

4230

1/250,000

Italy .

ITC

hachured

62

5

1941

2

10,000M 1st

*

GSGS
T.D.
R.E.
NGS
FLS

-

Geographical. Section, General Staff (British)
Topografis che Dienst (Netherlan ds)
Royal Engineers {British}
Norwegian Geographic Survey
Finnish Land Survey

1930
*MG!
PGI
!GS
ITC

-

;::QLORS

.

None

None

1st & 2nd

1st

Military Geographic Institute( Italian)
Polish Geographic Institute
Italian General Staff
Italian Touring Club

NOTES
4040t 2nd Edition on hand.
Guerre Grid.

3rd Edition in production .

Extensive correction s from aerial photos.

4042:

Revision under way, from aerial photos.

4083:

3rd Edition in 1941.

4088:

1st F.dition in 1941.

4090:

4th Edition 1941. Revision of communications, some revision by aerial photos.
from Norway 1/200,000 (1914-1936).
·

L.093:

1st F,dition 1940. Overlay correction s 1941.
Finnish series. 2nd Edition in progress.

Nord de

2nd Edition to be layered.

Overlay revision, 1942.

Black and whit~ maps.

No grids.

Some sheets enlarged
Enlarged .from 1/400,000

4148: 1st Edition 1941.
416L.: 1st Edition 1941.

No

4172:

1st F,di.tion 1941.

No grid.

4177:

1st Edition 1941.

4288:

1st Edition 1941.

Old maps illegible in parts·.

4229:

lst Edition 1941.

Data on most maps compiled before 1900 and not reliable·.

4230: 1st Ftli tion 1941.

correction s to date.

No correction s to date.

Revision from aerial photos contemplat ed.

Data on most maps not reliable.

Halftone base.

Very clear.

Old maps illegible in pa.r,ts.
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The road classification is not based on reconnaissance; ds reliability
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T he Grid on this map 1s Nord de Guerre Zone (Blue). Origin- the intersection of
the parallel 55 Grades North with the longitude 6 Grades East of Paris Observatory.
Longitude of Paris is 2°20' t4"East of Greenwich.
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